BOOK REVIEW


This product of I. Howard Marshall’s mature thought and lifetime of study is a very useful book in many ways. The central questions he tries to answer are whether there is any theological unity among the various books of the New Testament and, if so, whether we can identify a core of common material. Along the way, however, many other questions are answered and many helps given for the student and scholar.

The first chapter begins by defending the idea (contra Heikki Räisänen), that New Testament theology is both legitimate and possible. Marshall states that his approach is to be distinguished from a history of the early Church, literary approaches, and studies of the development of early Christianity as a religion. He will not merely compile and harmonize the theological statements found in the New Testament, as that takes them out of context, and, to slot ideas into preconceived categories from systematic theology can lead to projecting our systems onto the writers and tempt us to fill in the gaps with inappropriate material. Marshall’s method, on the other hand, is to discover the theologies in the various New Testament documents, compare them, show the convergences and diversities, and see if there is substantial common ground. Where the theologies diverge, it is important to find out whether they are actually incompatible, or could be complementary. If the material warrants it, in the end he will compile the ideas found to be basic to all the documents, and note divergences.

There are several characteristics of the material that should be recognized at the outset. First, it is unstructured and occasional, written for particular situations. Secondly, it occurs in the context of the mission of the early Church. Marshall believes that if we are not attentive to the
евангелистская сторона раннего христианства и его документов, мы можем получить искаженное представление. Маршалл также защищает свои позиции, что Новый Завет является частью общепринятого канона, включающего в себя Ветхий Завет, что Евангелия дают достаточно точное представление о Иисусе, и что библейская теология не может остаются в описательном режиме; она ведет к рецептивному и применению.

После вводной главы, Маршалл начинает свои исследования с Синоптических Евангeliй. Глава 2 занимается проблемами источников Евангелий и исторической достоверности в синоптическом изображении Иисуса и его самоузнавания. Он заключает, что хотя Евангелия были написаны после Писем, их основной материал появился до Писем, и они дают разумно точное представление о наставлениях Иисуса. Затем, в главах 3-6, он занимается каждой из Синоптических Евангелий и Действий. Глава 7 сравнивает теологию этих книг и находит, что, несмотря на разные акценты, есть общий панорамный, и это материал можно рассмотреть как корпус теологически.

Следующая глава посвящена Павлу. Маршалл рассмотрел каждый из Павловских письем по порядку их написания (включая те, которые могут не быть написаны им самим, но являются частью его мысленного мира) и заканчивает глава, в которой находит признаваемую Павловскую теологию. Это следуется глава сравнения Павла с Синоптическими / Действий материалами.

Третья глава - о Иоаннинской Литературе. После отдельных глав на Евангелии от Иоанна, письмах, и книге Откровения, Маршалл заключает, что Откровение имеет другую набор интересов, чем Евангелие и письма, и выражает их в другом идиом. Это частично потому, что у него есть уникальный жанр. Это не часть Иоаннинской теологии в целом, но оно занимает место в этом корпусе, которое полагает за Синоптическим Обращением в Синоптической Традиции. На этом этапе есть глава сравнивает Иоаннинский материал с Синоптическим / Действий и Павлом.

Такая глава - о Притчах и Общих Письмах (Исаия, Петра, Иуды). Такая глава более разнообразна, и не настоящий корпус. Эти материалы все включены в каждый, и в итоге включены в остальные части Нового Завета материал. На этом этапе, Маршалл сравнивает все с теми же самыми вещами.

Результаты появляются в заключительной главе, названной ‘diversity and unity in the New Testament’. Одна из важных позиций Маршалл говорит о том, что мы, обычно, считаем это утверждением само собой разумеющимся, и это - мировоззрение. Теперь, что люди становятся более осведомлены о том, что есть много разных способов понимания реальности и вселенной, становится проще увидеть, насколько важно...
it is that all the New Testament books share the same frame of reference or world-view, based on that of the Old Testament. They all use motifs, concepts and/or theological vocabulary from the Old Testament. Most of the New Testament books were written to nurture believers, though they also have a message to those yet to believe. Nurture of converts is, of course, part of the evangelistic task. Marshall concludes that ‘there is a significant core of agreement and identity within the theologies of the individual constituents of the New Testament’ (p. 717), and he is able to compile the basic outline of the agreed-on material. Although this basic content may be expressed diversely, it is there in all the books. This does not mean that all the writers say the same thing. They have their own emphases and methods of expression, even unique material. But the material of each is compatible with that of the others and can be seen to supplement and balance where it does not say the same thing. For example, James is a useful balance to Paul on faith and works, preventing Paul from being misunderstood and taken to false extremes. Later writings also develop further what is in the earlier material. Marshall basically agrees with J.D.G. Dunn’s assessment in his Unity and Diversity in the New Testament (1977) that the common core is ‘the identity of the man Jesus with the risen Lord’ (p. 712), but points out that all the terms in this statement are heavy theologically, and should be unpacked to give an idea of the wide range of agreement among the writers. Werner Kümmel’s The Theology of the New Testament according to Its Major Witnesses (1974) expresses in wider terms the agreements in the witness of Jesus, Paul and John. Marshall goes beyond both of these good attempts to look at all the witnesses and to unpack the details of their commonalities and unique contributions.

As he treats each book of the New Testament, Marshall follows a pattern of first telling the ‘theological story’, and then commenting on the ‘theological themes’. The ‘theological story’ is a summary of and commentary on the contents of the book, section by section, dealing with any thorny items of interpretation along the way, interacting with what scholars have said on these points, defending his views and giving his own illuminating comments. Each of his interpretations is thoroughly argued or the reader is referred to a place where this is done. These sections also deal with any matters of New Testament Introduction on questions relevant to discovering the book’s theology. The ‘theological story’ sections are extremely useful for the preacher, teacher and exe-
gete working on the meanings of passages. They also lay the groundwork for the ‘theological themes’ section, as the reader can see where the theology has come from in the context of the book’s argument, and why Marshall has interpreted certain passages the way he has to get the theological ideas he sees. The treatment of each book ends with a statement of its main theological theme and a list of the major points and unique contributions of its theology by way of summary.

Besides the common theological themes like God, Christ, the Holy Spirit, salvation and so on, depending on what each book treats, Marshall often returns to the theme of free will and predestination, universalism and particularism, even though he does not give it a separate heading. This is one of the themes that the New Testament holds in tension, even within books as well as between authors. He insists on maintaining the paradox just as the New Testament does, so that in some way that we cannot now fully understand, both are true.

Marshall is writing with students in mind, though he aims to make the book useful to all who are interested in the subject. Scattered throughout, there are helpful illustrations and analogies that make his meaning clear. For example, the Evangelists ‘are all singing from the same hymnbook, although they may be singing different parts’ (p. 484), and in Hebrews, the journey motif is not incompatible with the hope of the appearing of Christ just as ‘travellers can be people living in hope of a taxi drawing up alongside them to take them the rest of the way’ (p. 615). As well, each chapter ends with a select bibliography. Marshall states that he has selected a few of the best commentaries on each New Testament book and the most useful books on the theology of the New Testament, mostly in English, as a guide to the student who wishes to find the books most beneficial for next steps in further study. These lists would be a great help to a student wanting to build his or her library with the most useful books first.

The advantage of Marshall’s system, as compared to something like the work of Donald Guthrie, for example, is that the voice of each New Testament writer is given full attention. The drawback is that theological themes that are spread over the work of more than one author are not always treated as a whole. For this, Marshall recommends use of the subject index, which has been compiled to facilitate just such studies. A theme may be given rather complete treatment in only one of the books where it occurs, and the reader can find this no matter where
she or he is working, by consulting the subject index. The result is that themes in general may not get the unified treatment that one might wish, and those working on particular themes will need to look elsewhere for more complete and coordinated treatments.

Although Marshall hopes his book is ‘of a length suitable for use by students’, it is still a very long book. Nevertheless, it is a general work and much more could have been said. It will be useful as a reference for working on particular books and passages. The first and last chapters are valuable on their own as setting forth the procedure and philosophy of Marshall’s method, and his broad conclusions. The comparative chapters draw helpful comparisons between the individual writers. The book also has author and Scripture indexes. It is the kind of volume that every serious biblical scholar, preacher or Bible teacher would find it an advantage to own.
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